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Innovation Precinct 
Christchurch, New Zealand

Commission: 2012
Site:  Christchurch Innovation Precinct
Program:   120 hactare innovation mixed use 
Client:  Ministry of Business, Innovation 
  & Employment
Team:  Chris Moller, Andrew Mitchener, 
  Hamish Shaw
  Patrick Arnold (eCubed building wshop)
  
Within the new Christchurch Plan as a response to the earth-
quakes of 2010 & 2011, CMA+U were commissioned to assist the 
Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment in the prepara-
tion of an overarching Strategic Framework Plan to guide future 
development in the Christchurch Innovation Precinct within the 
new Christchurch Plan.This included identifying strategic direc-
tions and shared vision; the broad form of urban development and 
key infrastructure required to support sustainable urban develop-
ment. The results provided material to help shape a bold and 
exciting, yet sustainable and sensitive Urban Vision, a catalytic 
strategy and delivery mechanism to robustly and creatively facili-
tate feasible realisation. ‘Next Steps’ in the process included : -
− Hardware (robust and flexible Spatial Framework)
− Software (key and strategic events to engage stakeholders, 
motivate investors and generate enthusiasm from citizens and 
interest groups - eg arts/science/innovation events)
− Orgware (delivery mechanism to facilitate realisation)

10 BIG IDEAS

1. EXCHANGE ENGINE... to catalyse the synergies between 
businesses of the emerging innovation economy.
2. LEARN A LIVING now every business, institution & individual 
needs to learn continuously  
3. SPACE TO GROW both local opportunity and international 
players can grow & prosper here
4. LOYALTY BEYOND REASON innovation requires committed 
parents who invest in future potentials
5. HONOUR YOUR ERRORS innovation is catalysed through 
systematic error management
6. CULTIVATE INCREASING RETURNS  each time you use an 
idea or skill you strengthen it, success breeds success.
7. DISTRIBUTE BEING - BOTTOM UP when everything is con-
nected to everything in a distributed network the sum of the parts 
add up to more than the parts, extra being is distributed
8. MIXED USE - HYBRID ARCHITECTURE
extra-ordinary architecture weaves mixed-use, landscape and 
infrastructure it uses less energy and works harder by integrating 
things together 
9. COURTS, SQUARES & PARKS many different places to meet, 
network, watch, think, learn and play.
10. SUSTAINABILITY SHOW CASE showcase energy, water, 
carbon impact, building materials, smart technologies. 

2. CONTEXT - PHYSICAL

Christchurch - the gateway to Antarctica, second most populous city in New 
Zealand, urban centre of Canterbury, Garden City - is significant across a 
number of scales.
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CHRISTCHURCH
INNOVATION PRECINCT 
strategic urban directions 
workshop and next steps...  

CMA+U 
with eCubed Building Workshop
for MBIE
AUGUST 2012
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04. MOVEMENT02. LIVE 03. PUBLIC SPACE 05. PLAY

SPECIAL ELEMENTS

 01. WORK/LEARN

 - car parking 
focussed at south 
side of  strip

 - inhabitable grade 
changes at key 
crossing points

- learn all the time, 
everywhere

- tropical holiday

- mixed program 
desirable

- range of  education 
levels together

- roof  garden to 
hospital
- river influences 
informal building 
alignments

- cloistering of  EPIC
- affirmation of  High 
Street
- Feature building at 
North point

- diverse range of  
building forms and 
arrangements

- chain of  
courtyards along 
strip

- CPIT relocated into 
strip
- linear arrangement 
of  mid-rise buildings
- stakeholders in 
discrete blocks

- living separated 
from strip

- horseshoe 
shaped blocks 
of  differentiated 
heights

- mid-rise short and 
long term housing
- creche
- metro shopping 
centre

- discrete apartment 
blocks

- farmers market on 
Avon

- low-mid rise zoned 
housing

- string of  coffee 
outlets along strip

- Colombo and 
High Streets as key 
arteries

- divergent and 
convergent public 
spaces linked to 
transport

- intermittent 
hard spaces 
perpendicular to 
soft
- sprinkling of  parks 
south of  frame

- water links river to 
square

 - bus centre at 
hospital

 - multiple tram 
loops

 - network of  cycle 
parks

 - meandering path 
through strip
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What if...?

CMA+U

6. EXTREME SCENARIOS
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CMA+U’s Schots 1&2 is an example of  high density medium rise mixed use 
development with high quality courtyard spaces between buildings.
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EXTREME SCENARIO THREE
PARASOL

What if... the innovation precinct sits below and 
amongst a forest canopy?

This scenario creates a strong sculptural 
identity. It separates functions in horizontal 
layers, creating easy access to service and 
back of  house, and a stacked public realm 
above with open spaces and large pavilions that 
are lifted above the street.
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EXTREME SCENARIO EIGHT
MATRIX OF BUILDINGS AND COURTS EXTEND INNOVATION WORKSPACE

What if... the innovation strip is conceived as a 
network of  buildings and courts to extend the 
quality and range of  workspaces?

North-south orientation enables individual 
address on both streets and clearly defined 
plots. It also offers a mix of  spaces between 
buildings and buildings between spaces.
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10.0 Innovation Matrix
The Innovation Matrix shows the very different fields of Creative Innovation and how these different fields can overlap or interact with one another in 
fresh synergies and spin-off’s to generate a constantly bubbling creative climate which strongly facilitates new forms of Innovation. Such a strong 
creative climate which promotes new insights through exploration, research, rapid prototyping and development could even catalyse completely new 
unknown fields.  
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THE INNOVATION MATRIX shows the very 
different fields of  Creative Innovation and how these different fields can overlap 
or interact with one another in fresh synergies and spin-offs to generate a 
constantly bubbling creative climate which strongly facilitates new forms of  
Innovation. Such a strong creative climate which promotes new insights through 
exploration, research, rapid prototyping and development could even catalyse 
completely new unknown fields.
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Option 1 
The entire Innovation Precinct is one energy network, linking the Hospital with the Sports Stadium. Biogas CHP plant is used at 
both end of the precinct to provide heating water and electricity, while individual buildings contribute to the energy mix through 
PV power and wind power

Option 2 
A staged approach. Each block is a stand alone energy network (with potential to link up in future) generating a mix of 5000m2 
office and 15,000m2 residential to fill daily demand for the CHP biogas plant. Complimented with solar PV and wind.

Energy & Environment


